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Abstract - An ad-hoc network could be a multiple-node wireless 
network wherever all nodes are integrated to keep up network 
connectivity without a centralized infrastructure. In mobile ad-
hoc wireless network (MANET), secure communication is more 
difficult job because of its distinctive options like infrastructure 
less, wireless link, distributed cooperation, dynamic topology, lack 
of association, resource affected and physical vulnerability of 
node. Since the constellation changes oftentimes, economical 
adaptive routing protocols similar to AODV, DSR are used. a 
number of the attacks like modification, fabrication, 
impersonation and denial of service attacks are because of actus 
reus of malicious nodes, that disrupts the transmission. Because 
the network is wireless, security becomes the foremost issue in 
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. In this paper an efficient improvement 
of SAODV (Secure-AODV) into Adaptive-SAODV is completed so 
as to scale back the extent of reply routing messages generated by 
an intermediate node that uses the double signature scheme once 
its queue is overladen. Reducing the amount of replies to arrive 
requests by an intermediate node in turns helps to decrease the 
load of the routing message queue. Since, a mechanism that may 
minimize the time concerned in computation and verification of 
security fields will certainly boost the performance of AODV, 
thus it will be a relevant direction to proceed for additional 
research work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently portable computers have replaced desktops with all 
respect as they still show enhancements in convenience, 
mobility, capability and accessibility of disk storage. 
Currently small computers are often equipped with storage 
capacity of gigabytes, high resolution colour show, notify 
devices and wireless communication adapters. Since, these 
portable computers are often operated with the ability of 
battery, the user are absolve to move as per their 
convenience while not bothering regarding constraints with 
relation to wired devices. 

In a wireless ad-hoc network [1][2], the devices 
communicate with one another employing a wireless 
physical medium while not counting on pre-existing wired 
infrastructure. That’s why ad-hoc network is additionally 
referred to as infrastructure less network. These networks 
are referred to as mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), will 
sort complete team of wireless terminals, however a number 
of these could also be connected to some mounted network. 

A awfully elementary characteristic of ad-hoc networks is 
that they are ready to assemble themselves on-the-fly while 
not intervention of a centralized administration. The 
terminals within the ad-hoc network cannot solely act as 
end-system. However additionally as an intermediate system 
(routers). It is feasible for 2 nodes that do not seem to be 
within the communication vary of every different, however 
still can send and receive information from one another with 
the assistance of intermediate nodes which might act as 
routers. This practicality offers another name to ad-hoc 
network as “multi-hop wireless network”. 

The major characteristic which distinguishes an ad hoc 
network from a cellular network is the adaptableness to 
change traffic demand and physical conditions. Since the 
attenuation characteristics of wireless media are nonlinear, 
energy potency are probably superior and also the 
augmented abstraction reprocess can yield better which as a 
result spectral potency. These characteristics make ad-hoc 
network enticing for pervasive communications, an 
inspiration that is tightly coupled to heterogeneous networks 
and 4G architectures. 

A. Classification of MANETs 

Depending on their communication vary, wireless ad-hoc 
networks is classified into: 

• Body Area Network (BAN), 

• Personal Area Network (PAN) and 

• Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). 

A BAN that is Body Area Network may be a set of wearable 
devices that have a communication vary of concerning a pair 
of meter. The second kind, PANs, Personal Area Network 
refers to the communication between completely different 
BANs and between BAN and its immediate surroundings 
(within roughly ten meters). WLANs, Wireless Local Area 
Network have communication ranges of the opposite of 
hundreds of meters. The most existing technology for 
implementing BANs and PANs is Bluetooth, whereas for 
WLANs the most prospect is that the family of standards 
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IEEE 802.11. Though ad-hoc networks do not seem to be 
restricted to those technologies, most of the present analysis 
assumes Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11 to be the underlying 
technologies. 

B. Routing Protocols in MANETs 

The most active space of concern and analysis field in ad-
hoc networking is routing. In recent works the target of 
routing algorithmic program to minimizing the amount of 
hops has been confiscate by the optimization of multiple 
parameters, corresponding to packet error rate over the 
route, energy consumption, network survivability, routing 
overhead, route setup and repair speed, risk of creating 
parallel routes, etc. 

Since the appearance of Defence Advanced Research Project 
Agency (DARPA) packet radio network within the early 
Nineteen Seventies, varieties of protocols have been 
developed for mobile ad-hoc network. The projected 
protocols are meant to trot out the standard limitation of 
mobile ad-hoc networks like high power consumption, low 
information measure and high error rates. The prevailing 
protocols will be algorithm categorized in 2 types; 

• Demand-driven (Reactive) protocols. 

• Table-driven (Proactive) protocols. 

Table-driven routing protocols tried to keep up consistent, 
up-to-date routing info from every node to each alternative 
node within the network. These protocols need every node 
to take care of one or additional table to store their routing 
info and those they answer changes in topology by 
propagating updates throughout the network so as to take 
care of an identical network view. The areas in which they 
take issue are the amount of necessary routing tables and 
also the technique by which changes within the network 
structure are broadcast. Some examples are DSDV 
(Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing), CGSR 
(Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing), WRP (Wireless 
routing protocol), etc. 

On the opposite hand, table-driven routing protocols have 
completely different approach by making routes only when 
desired by the supply node. Once a node needed causing 
some data to a desired destination, it initiates a route 
discovery method at intervals the network. This method is 
terminated once a route is found or all potential routes are 
examined. Once a route has been established, it is 
maintained by a route maintenance procedure till destination 
becomes inaccessible or route is not any longer desired. Two 

preferred routing protocols of this sort source DSR 
(Dynamic supply Routing) and AODV (Ad Hoc On-demand 
Distance Vector Routing) protocols. 

II. SECURITY ISSUES IN ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Among all the analysis issues with mobile ad-hoc network 
(MANET), security is particularly more challenging due to 
the nature of communication and lack of infrastructure 
support. Variety of security mechanisms has been developed 
and projected, however still it is still tough to make sure that 
whole network is free from any malicious attack. The 
insecurity of the wireless links, energy constraints, poor 
physical protection of nodes during a hostile surroundings 
compare to wired network and vulnerability of statically 
organized security theme has been known in article [3], [4], 
[5] and [6] as challenges. No part of the network is devoted 
to support any specific practicality one by one, with routing 
being the foremost vulnerable. The characteristics of 
circumstantial cannot suppose a selected centralized 
Certification Authority (CA) to issue certificates and for 
other administrative works due to the dynamically changing 
topology. 

The absence of infrastructure and also the subsequent 
absence of authorization facilities impede the same old 
apply of creating a line of defence, separating nodes into 
trust worthy and not-trusted. Such a distinction would are 
supported a security policy, the possession of the mandatory 
credentials and also the ability for nodes to validate them. In 
MANET (Mobile Ad-Hoc Network), there could also be no 
ground for associate degree a priori classification, since all 
nodes square measure needed to collaborate in supporting 
the network operation, whereas no previous security 
association is assumed for all the network nodes. Moreover, 
freely roaming nodes in MANET form transient associations 
with their neighbours join and leave sub-domain 
independently and without notice. So it should be tough in 
most cases to possess a transparent image of the mobile ad-
hoc network membership. 

III. SECURITY ISSUES IN AODV 

AODV has no security mechanisms, malicious nodes will 
perform several attacks simply by not behaving in keeping 
with the AODV rules. In order to protect against insider 
attacks, it is necessary to understand how an insider can 
attack a wireless ad-hoc network. Numerous attacks are 
mentioned in many literatures. However, the articles [3], [4] 
and [5] adopted a scientific thanks to study the business 
executive attacks against AODV routing protocols. On the 
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idea of actions performed by the fighter aircraft they will be 
categorizes as follows: 

       A. Attacks Using Modification 

Malicious nodes will cause redirection of network traffic 
and DoS (Denial of Service) attack by altering control 
message fields or by forwarding routing messages with 
falsified values. For instance, within the network illustrated 
in Figure 3.1, a malicious node M may keep traffic from 
reaching X by systematically advertising to B a shorter route 
to X than the route to X that C advertises. 

 

Fig. 1: Attack using Modification 

Attacks like redirection by changed route sequence numbers, 
redirection with changed hop counts, denial-of-service 
(DoS) with changed supply routes and tunnelling are 
underneath in this category. 

       B. Attacks Using Impersonation 

Spoofing happens once nodes misrepresents its identity 
within the network, appreciate by neutering its mackintosh 
or IP address in outgoing packets, and is quickly combined 
with modification attacks. Forming loops by spoofing is 
associate degree example of attack mistreatment 
impersonation. 

 
Fig. 2: Attack using Impersonation 

 

       C. Attacks mistreatment Fabrication 

The generation of false routing messages is classified as 
fabrication attacks. Such attacks are tough to verify as 
invalid constructs, particularly within the case of fictitious 
error messages that claim a neighbour cannot be contacted. 
Denial route errors in AODV and DSR, routing table 
overflow attack belongs to the present class. 

IV. ATOMIC AND COMPOUND MISUSES 

Based on the composition of operations for performing 
attack as mentioned in [3], misuses of AODV are classified 
into 2 categories: atomic misuses and compound misuses. 
Intuitively, atomic misuses are performed by manipulating a 
single routing message, that cannot be any divided. In 
contrast, compound misuses are composed of multiple 
atomic misuses, and possibly normal uses of the routing 
protocol. Firstly, it is necessary to spot variety of misuse 
goals that an internal offender might want to realize, 
however these goals could also be achieved through misuses 
of the routing messages. The misuses goals that we have got 
listed are as follows: 

1) Route Disruption (RD):- Route Disruption suggests 
that either breaking down associate degree existing 
route or preventing a replacement route from being 
established. Figure 3.3 shows associate degree 
example of it. 
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Fig. 3.3: The malicious node M performs route disruption by 
breaking the existing route between A and C 

 
2) Route Invasion (RI):- Route invasion implies that 

an internal offender adds itself into a route between 
2 endpoints of a channel and Figure 3.4 illustrates 
this. 

 
Fig. 3.4: Malicious node achieves route invasion by adding itself to 

the route between A to D 
 

3) Node Isolation (NI):- Node isolation (Figure 3.5) 
refers to preventing a given node from 
communication with the other node within the 
network. It differs from Route Disruption therein 
Route Disruption is targeting at a route with 2 
given endpoints, whereas node isolation is aiming 
the least bit potential routes. 

4) Resource Consumption (RC):- Resource 
consumption refers to intense the communication 
information measure within the network or space 
for storing at individual nodes. For instance, an 
internal offender could consume the network 
information measure by either forming a loop 
within the network. 

Analysis of atomic misuses is tired a good approach through 
understanding the consequences of potential atomic misuse 
actions. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Node C has been isolated by the attacker M from rest of 
the nodes in the network 

Each atomic misuse action is associate degree inseparable 
manipulation of 1 routing message. Specifically, the atomic 

misuse actions in AODV are divided into the subsequent 
four categories: 

1) Drop (DR): Here, the offender merely drops the 
received routing message. 

2) Modify and Forward (MF): once receiving a 
routing message, the offender modifies one or 
many fields within the message so forwards the 
message to its neighbour(s) (via unicast or 
broadcast). 

3) Forge Reply (FR): The offender sends a faked 
message in response to the received routing 
message. Forge Reply is principally involving the 
misuse of RREP messages, that square measure in 
response of RREQ messages. 

4) Active Forge (AF): The offender sends a fake 
routing message while not receiving any connected 
message. 

As already mentioned that compound misuse is performed 
by combining atomic misuses, one class of compound 
misuse is to easily continuation constant variety of atomic 
misuses. The additional attention-grabbing and sophisticated 
one is that associate degree offender will mix many atomic 
misuses during a planned approach and launch them. For 
instance, associate degree offender could repeatedly launch 
constant variety of atomic misuses to create the impact 
persistent. Differently, associate degree offender could 
launch some early atomic or compound misuses to arrange 
for a few later ones. An important issue here is to know the 
compound misuses that may be used as “building blocks” of 
additional advanced attacks. 

V. SECURE Ad-Hoc ON DEMAND VECTOR ROUTING 

One of the foremost widespread existing security 
mechanism for AODV is Secured AODV [7][8] that uses 
per-hop hashing technique to guard mutable  fields has been 
projected by Zapata and Asokan in 2002. Secured AODV 
(SAODV) that relies on public key cryptography extends the 
AODV message format to incorporate security parameter for 
security the routing messages. Considering RREQ and 
RREP message in SAODV protocol there are two 
alternatives for ensuring secured route discovery; 1st, the 
essential one, wherever solely destination is allowed to reply 
a RREP and also the second, any intermediate node that has 
valid routing info allowed to reply a RREP. Two 
mechanisms are used to secure the message. Digital 
Signature is used to authenticate and preserve integrity of 
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non-mutable fields‟ data in RREQ and RREP messages. For 
non-mutable field the authentication is finished in associate 
degree end-to-end manner. Hash chain to secure mutable 
field like hop count info. The two mechanisms are 
mentioned in short in following sections. 

A. Hash Chain 

The hash chain mechanism helps any intermediate node to 
verify that the hop count has not been shrivelled by any 
malicious node. A hash chain is created by applying 
unidirectional hashes operate repeatedly to a seed (random 
number). When a node originates a RREQ or RREP 
message, a series of operations square measure performed 
on the hash chain. When a node receives a RREQ or RREP 
from its neighbour node, it verifies them. Before re-
broadcasting a RREQ or forwarding a RREP message, node 
applies the hash operate to the HASH value. The 
HASH_FUNCTION, TOP_HASH, MAX_HOP_COUNT 
and HASH fields are transmitted with the AODV messages 
in the signature extension so that intermediate node can 
verify the messages using them. 

B. SAODV Digital Signature 

As mentioned earlier that SAODV use two approaches for 
substantiating authentication of message. Therefore, 
language and substantiating mechanism by sender and 
receiver conjointly take issue up to some extent. Within the 
first one, wherever solely destination is allowed to reply, 
when a RREQ is shipped, the sender signs the message with 
its personal key. Associate degree intermediate node verifies 
the signature before making or changes the reverse path to 
the supply and stores it provided that verification is 
prosperous. For RREP message the ultimate destination 
node sign the message mistreatment its personal key. 
Intermediate and final node once more verifies the signature 
before making a route there to host. 

In the second technique the language and substantiating 
method is nearly almost like first one i.e. the sender signs 
the message with its personal key associate degreed an 
intermediate node verifies the signature before making or 
change the reverse path to the supply and stores it provided 
that verification is prosperous. However the distinction is 
that the RREQ message conjointly encompasses a second 
signature that is invariably hold on with the reverse path 
route. The second signature is required to be more within the 
gratuitous reply of that RREQ associate degree in regular 
RREPs to future RREQs that node would possibly reply as 
an intermediate node. Associate degree intermediate node 
that desires to reply a RREP desires not solely the right 

route, however conjointly the signature equivalent to that 
route to feature within the RREP and also the period and 
also the mastermind IP address fields that job therewith 
signature. All the nodes that receive the RREP and those 
update the route; store the signature, the lifetime and 
originator IP address with that route. 

SAODV does not take facilitate of any additional message 
for security operations. Since a digital signature of x is 
created solely by x mistreatment its personal key, the 
SAODV mechanism prevents attacks like active forge, solid 
reply etc. mistreatment digital signature and prohibits 
malicious node from illicitly modifying mutable  fields like 
hop count. However, SAODV conjointly has some problems 
like it cannot find tunnel attack and cannot do a lot of about 
denial of service (DoS) attack. In our work we are more 
concerned about the performance of SAODV rather about 
securing mechanism. SAODV messages are significantly 
larger and require heavy computation time because of digital 
signatures especially for double signature mechanism. 

C. Related Work 

In a work involving securing AODV protocol, Pirzada and 
McDonald [9] projected a symmetric-key primarily based 
secured mechanism for exchanging routing messages. In 
their work they stressed on exchanging encrypted message 
using group session key that has been generated employing a 
cluster session key exchange protocol. Before initiating a 
replacement reference to any immediate neighbour, a node 
1st establish a gaggle session key K with its neighbours. 
Then, the routing message exchange is performed 
mistreatment this cluster session key. If any intermediate 
node moves out of the wireless, vary a replacement cluster 
session key is established. To avoid synchronization 
drawback, the author has suggested that every node maintain 
a table of session key beside its different primary key related 
to cluster members. This theme is primarily based upon 
point-to-point and end-to-end secret writing mistreatment 
regular key based mechanism. 

D. Performance Issue of SAODV 

As we tend to mentioned earlier that SAODV extension 
protocol is that the secured protocol extension for AODV 
and already it is been tried higher than AODV by [10] by 
experimentation. It has been found that each one securing 
proposal as well as SAODV consists of two types of 
techniques; one accenting on guaranteeing believability and 
integrity of routing messages and different to observe the 
behaviour of different nodes in routing operation. Each of 
these techniques ends up in consumption of some extra 
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resources of mobile circumstantial network like information 
measure process power etc. on limited resources of a mobile 
node in MANET the main issue of our concern is the trade-
off between security and performance of secure AODV 
protocol. Though SAODV mechanism does not need any 
message additionally to routing messages of AODV, 
SAODV messages are significantly larger and require heavy 
computation time because of digital signatures especially for 
double signature mechanism. So, its performance could 
degrade considerably in significant traffic situations of 
MANET (Mobile Ad-Hoc Network). 

E. Adaptive – SAODV example 

In a recent work, Cerri and Ghioni [11] projected an 
adaptive mechanism that tunes its behaviour for optimizing 
the performance of routing operation. They developed an 
example known as Adaptive SAODV (A-SAODV) that may 
be a multithreaded application. Cryptographic operations are 
performed by an infatuated thread to avoid block the process 
of different message and different thread to any or all 
different functions. The promising feature of A-SAODV that 
is named adaptive reply call is to optimize SAODV 
performance with relevancy double signature possibility. 
Permitting intermediate node to reply on behalf of 
destination node in AODV encompasses a positive impact 
on its performance it do not need any extra computation. 
But, the case is different in SAODV as node may spend 
much time in computing these signatures and becomes 
overloaded. If only destinations are allowed reply then the 
performance becomes even worse than SAODV. This tends 
to make double signature mechanism adaptive i.e. the 
intermediate nodes are allow to reply only if they are not 
overloaded. 

Each node encompasses a queue of routing messages to be 
signed or verified, and also the length of this queue is 
employed to ascertain the present load state of the routing 
operations. Once a node receives a RREQ message and has 
the data to come up with a RREP on behalf of the 
destination, it checks the queue length and compares it with 
a threshold. If the queue length is less than the edge, the 
node generates a RREP; otherwise it forwards the RREQ 
while not replying. Figure 4.7 shows this adaptive behaviour 
of associate degree intermediate node in A-SAODV. The 
same mechanism is applied once generating a RREQ 
message so as to come to a decision between one signature 
and a double signature. Within the simplest case, the edge is 
a set value; but, this worth could also be adjusted taking 
some external factors under consideration. An extra external 
parameter could also be wont to take under consideration the 

antecedently mentioned external factors (how a lot of a node 
is willing to collaborate, e.g., betting on its battery state). 
Experiments and simulations done in [13] shows that 
Adaptive-SAODV is better than both variations (single and 
double signature) of SAODV with respect to performance 
metrics like first data packet delay, number of successful 
connection etc. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The primary objective behind the modification of SAODV 
into Adaptive-SAODV is to cut back the amount of reply 
routing messages generated by associate degree intermediate 
node that uses the double signature theme once its queue is 
full. Reducing the amount of replies to arrived requests by 
associate degree intermediate node in turns helps to decrease 
the load of the routing message queue. Since, a mechanism 
that may minimize the time concerned in computation and 
verification of security fields will certainly boost the 
performance of AODV, thus it will be a relevant direction to 
proceed for any analysis work. Also, the adaptiveness of 
associate degree intermediate node is changed which is able 
to successively result into any improvement within the 
performance of the system. 
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